
Nico Bagus
Jakarta, Indonesia 088806066217 nicodms17@gmail.com https://www.linkedin.com/in/nicodemus-bagus

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

vOffice Indonesia, Jakarta, Indonesia
Web Developer

Okt 2022 - April 2023

Creates a responsive website, Cross-browser, Mobile friendly, Clean Code, Reusable & Maintainable.
Content edit, test, code debug, web pages redesign.
Create a UI UX Design to create an interactive website.
Optimize loading speed website.
Help Digital Marketing Team to create various Landing Page for Ads.
Develop web application prototypes, new technologies and products
Build highly responsive and scalable web applications
Build fully functional web applications, writing clean and maintainable code

EDUCATION

Universitas Unisbank, Semarang, Indonesia Okt 2018 - 2022
Bachelor of Technology; Grade: 3,49 GPA

Grha De Arteri Group, Semarang, Indonesia
IT STAFF & DESIGNER

Okt 2018 - 2022

Designing and developing Information System using laravel framework for grha de arteri group's website.
Build a store on the marketplace (Tokopedia).
Designing Instagram Content.
Install and configure antivirus for computer security.
Creating or assembling networks and data cables.
Ensure that supporting systems such as printers and scanners can operate.
Perform data backup server.
Update the operating system or applications regularly.
Ensure that user data on the computer cannot be read or taken by unauthorized persons.
Check and ensure that the application used by the user can run properly.
Check and make sure all computers are connected to the network.
Check and ensure that all computers used by the user can be used.

TOPENG WEDDING AND EO, Semarang, Indonesia
IT STAFF & DESIGNER

Sep 2016 - 2018

Edit event book rundown.
Prepare and calculate event needs.
Design VIP table names at weddings, banners, business cards, posters, flayers, social media promotion, 
etc. & edit short videos.
Check and ensure that all computers used by the user can be used.
Check and make sure all computers are connected to the network.
Repairing a broken user's computer.
Ensure that supporting systems such as printers and scanners can operate.

SKILLS

HTML
CSS
SCSS

JAVASCRIPT
ADOBE ILLUSTRATOR
ADOBE PHOTOSHOP

FIGMA
MYSQL
BOOTSTRAP

PHP
LARAVEL


